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complete the following sentences. 1. When will the flight begin

___A_____?A. boarding B. to board C. departure D. depart2. Here

are your tickets, passports and baording passes. Your luggage claim

tags are ___D_____ to the tickets cover.A. stick B.stuckC.attach

D.attached3. Would you mind ____D____ a moment?A. wait B. to

wait C. being waited D. waiting4. It’s medicine for my stomach.

Here is the ____C____ from my doctor.A. decision B. description

C. prescriptionD. presentation5. There’s a ____D____ for

alchoholic beverages in economy class. Would you refer to this price

list, please?A. pay B. budget C.bill D. charge6. A member of our tour

group feels like ____C____. Can I bother you for some hot water,

please?A. cold B. hot C. vomitting D. vomit7. I’m afraid your

length of stay will be ____A____ by an immigration officer.A.

determinedB. upheldC. prolonged D. cancelled 8. You’ll be

required to show your key when you ____D____ for your meals and

drinks in the restaurants and bars.A. take B. have C. eat D.sign9.

There is something wrong with the ____B____. It won’t stop

running. It’s flooding the bathroom.A.air conditioner B. tapC.

lamp D. carpet10. Just dial your new wake-up time. The computer

will ____C____ the old time and ____C____ the new one.A. be

cancelled ⋯ record B. record ⋯be cancelled C. cancel ⋯ recordD.

record ⋯cancel11. I got 90 ____C____. A. scores B. mark C. points



D. score 12. We should ____A____ a good study habit of taking

notes in class. A. develop B. improveC. make D. remain 13. Is he

____D____ his girlfriend was once a thief? A. aware of B. aware that

C. knowing that D. aware of that 14. Some people have birthday

cakes ____D____noodles. A. insteadB. instead for C. instead to D.

instead of 15. I try to ___D_____ a few dollars each month in order

to buy a new bike. A. set up B. set out C. set off D. set aside 16. There

are ____C____ areas offering a variety of meals and services all

within a hotel. A. no manyB. difference C. different D. too much 17.

Ruth finally ____B____ to find what she was looking for. A. triedB.

managedC. succeeded D. achieved 18. Can the Browns have an

___B_____ bed in their double room for their daughter? It’s more

convenient for them to take care of her.A. plus B. extraC. add D.

small19. It was so noisy at night ____D____ I could hardly sleep. A.

so B. but C. what D. that 20. Paris is ____A____ that we can hardly

visit all the beautiful parks in two or three days. A. such a large cityB.

so a large city C. such large a city D. a such large city 21.“En route

” means ___C___.A. in the way B. nearby C. on the wayD. by

way22. If you ___C___，you leave your native country to live in

another country.A. immigrateB. travel C. emigrate D. fill out the

form23. I drafted an itinerary for Vienna Tour before your arrival.

Would you like to go ____A____ it?A. throughB. on C. to D for

24.An___A___ card may also be called a disembarkation or arrival

card.A. embarkationB. immigration C. emigration D. information

for customers25. our flight delayed about an hour to take off

____D____ bad weather.A. because B. dueC. thanks to| 100Test 下
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